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Page down on mac laptop

School may be very different this fall, but whether you're walking from class to class or using Zoom, one thing won't change: you'll need a laptop. And here are some great deals for you from top brands like Apple and Microsoft. While the options have never been wider, the fact remains that there is nothing more
convenient than being able to pack your computer, throw it in your bag or under your arm, and move on to the next location, either your next class or just a quieter room in the house. These laptops have a variety of screen sizes, storage capacities, software options and, above all, prices. Whether you need an affordable
workhorse word processor for papers or a more impressive show for finished design work, we need to cover you with our list of the best laptop deals back to school. The best laptop deals back to school today HP Pavilion x360 14 — $400, was $500 Dell XPS 13 — $850, it was $950 Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 — $879, it
was $1,000 Apple MacBook Air — $950, it was $1,000 HP Pavilion x360 14 — $400, it was $500 The HP Pavilion x360 14 is an affordable worker bee of a laptop. The most noteworthy feature is obviously HP's legendaryly sensitive touchscreen, which gives you some of the convenience of a tablet, with all the power of a
laptop. This doesn't exactly have a jet engine, but between intel's Intel Core i3 processor, 8GB of memory and 128GB of storage, it's heavy. Especially in such a light and charming portable machine (not to mention the thin one); it weighs only 3.55 pounds and is 0.7 inches thick. Return to the screen. HP has built this
Chromebook with a 360-degree hinge, so you can really work your positions. It is loaded with Windows 10 and has a built-in HD webcam with dual matrix microphone for uninterrupted Zoom calls. With a battery life is a very solid 12 hours, this is an easy and windy laptop that will cover all your basic needs, without
breaking the bank (especially with $100 off) Related Laptop Deals HP Laptop Deals Dell XPS 13 — $850, it was $950 Compared to something like the Pavillion HP, the Dell XPS 13 is a big leap in price , but also in the quality of the machine. First, there is a 10th generation Intel Core i5-10210U processors (6 MB cache,
up to 4.2 GHz), which means we're dealing with a lot of processing power. Especially on a compact 13-inch display with an amazing InfinityEdge display (less edge than ever, so you can enjoy your 8 million pixels in all its 4K Ultra HD glory). It also has brightness 400 nits, which allows you to see the best images in any
light, including the outside. It has Multipurpose Thunderbolt 3 Type-C ports for fast charging and data transfer, responds to your voice up to 14 feet away, and achieves this: the battery lasts 19 incredible hours. The Dell XPS 13 is the Laptop money can be purchased in the 13-inch class, so if you're looking for some could
miniaturely, it could be for you. Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 — $879, it was $1,000 Even smaller and lighter (but you'll pay for it) is the Microsoft Surface Laptop 3, the dream of multitasking. It weighs less than three pounds (2.76 to be exact) and is 0.57 inches thick. And yet, within that slender way, there's a 10th
generation Intel Core i5 processor that makes this Surface twice as fast as its predecessor (there's also 8GB of RAM and 128GB of storage). If you have a heavy duty semester ahead of you and you will spend tons of time on your computer, this laptop has your comfort in mind, with its relaxing Palm Alcantara material
and a glass trackpad that is 20% larger. In addition, omnisonic speakers are available for great sound and USB-C port for charging convenience. With world-class performance, this is the laptop for someone who values productivity. Apple MacBook Air — $950, was $1,000 Luke Larsen / Digital Trends No fuss and
beautiful, too. Apple's legendary aesthetic not only makes MacBook Air beautiful, but corresponds to truly innovative and progressive work inside, ideal for graphic designers, aspiring artists and really anyone who doesn't want to take any chances with their laptop. These machines tend to be stress-free. Apple tends to do
things right the first time. In terms of configuration and software, we tend to find that Apple requires less fuss, fixation, and stress. They tend to be better at viruses, privacy and malware, too. Although they are more expensive and not as customizable, they break less frequently than PCs, and updating the software tends
to be easy. Guts measure up to other PCs in this price class: Intel Core i5, 8 GB of memory, 128 GB of solid-state drive. But that's not why you're buying this MacBook. You want the ease and peace of mind of a MacBook, and we don't blame you. How to choose a laptop for school Chances are, your laptop is the thing
you will spend the most time with at school, especially now. It is a tool, a teacher, an entertainment system, a library; that's a lot for a machine, so we want to help you choose the one that's best for you. Ask yourself what you're going to use it for. If much of your job is going to be writing papers or cracking numbers, a
simple, easy-to-use Chromebook or HP Pavillion might be all you need. These computers come with great cameras, processors, and displays, so while it may not have the level of clarity of a MacBook, you won't notice when you relax with Netflix. Now, if your work is more visual, like design program or one that requires
modeling, or video editing, you may need more power and attention to graphical capabilities, such as a MacBook or even a MacBook Pro. Other things to keep in mind are battery life (especially if you want to from the outside, or a coffee or public place where there are not always plugs), and things like storage. For



example, if you primarily use Google Sheets and Documents, or cloud computing, you don't need to spend a lot of money on a computer with hundreds of gigabytes of storage. Alternatively, if you're a player, and that's an important part of your free time at a school, you may need more space (and a faster processor).
Looking for something a little different? We've put together all the best sales back to school. Did any of these Chromebooks steal your heart? Just in case, he did. You can get a discount with Amazon's Black Friday Chromebook offers. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and
choose what we cover carefully and independently. Prices, details and availability of products and offers in this post may be subject to change at any time. Be sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital Trends can earn commissions for products purchased through our links, which supports
the work we do for our readers. Publisher recommendations by ExtremeTech staff on June 25, 2001 at 12:00 am This site may earn affiliate commissions from the links on this page. Terms of Use. The entire Mac acts as a portal for a complete collection of Macintosh links. Topics covered include the Apple operating
system, developer sites, and file and FTP files. You can also link to the latest periodicals and documentation, and the site search engine allows you to tap game information and entertainment. I have this old B&amp;W G3 and so far I have 4 hard drives on it (2 old 6 gigs in band stripe, and 2 old 20 giga quantum
fireballs). I also have a DVD burner on it, but it's a little hard to use all the drives at once :(Regardless, I wonder what I can use for an operating system on this old drive (350mhz) and I have 512mb of RAM on it (I think). I tried mac os x server 10.4.9 this morning that I recorded on a dvd, it was booted, but when I tried to
proceed in the setup, he told me that it was not compatible with my Mac or something to that extent. I'm downloading Gentoo on a friend's recommendation, and then he told me, I could never get linux to work on any mac. What a breath. I only have stumps and I'm curious to see if anyone else has any ideas for what this
server could use. LaptopMag is supported by its audience. When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. More Information By Mark Ramirez Air Pod Pro Lite coming in eary 2021 by Hilda Scott The best headphone deals right now from our retailers. Laptops. There are so many of
them. But what's the best laptop for you? Is it a business laptop, a powerful gaming laptop, or a Chromebook? We know that the large number of decisions can be overwhelming, so we made this list. We've created created practical guide so you know all the insose of your potential system before making the decision to
press the buy button. From tips on choosing the screen size, to selecting between an SSD and HDD to firsts on where to find the best prices on laptops, here are some essential tips to find the right system for you. Over the course of a year, we reviewed more than 150 laptops covering each price point and use case.
Whether you're looking for a productivity workhorse, game system or multimedia machine to relax and watch one or two movies, we can help you find your ideal combination. In order to make our list of best laptops of 2020, the system needs to rate at least 4 out of 5 stars in our reviews and deliver on the things that
buyers care about the most. In our assessments, we focus on design and comfort, screen quality, keyboard and touchpad, performance, battery life and above all value. What are the best laptops right now? The Dell XPS 13 is currently our best overall selection for the best laptop of 2020. With an integrated 11th
generation Intel Core i7 processor and Intel Iris Xe graphics, the 1080p version of the laptop is ideal for working, gaming, and creating lightweight content. And with its bright and vivid display, the laptop is also ideal for watching videos. In addition, it is also incredibly thin and lightweight, so it is an ideal laptop for mobile
professionals. Those in the market for a convertible should take a look at the Dell XPS 13 2-in-1. If 13 inches is too small, we suggest the Dell XPS 17, which also earned a place on this list thanks to its powerful performance that makes it ideal for students, mobile professionals and creatives. For our Apple fans, the new
must-haves are the MacBook Pro and MacBook Air those on the gaming laptop market have to check out the Asus ROG Zephyrus G14, the latest participant in the 5-star club. Developed by an AMD APU, not only does the laptop offer a big impact on the gaming department, it's also a powerful multitasking. Intel has just
announced its new Tiger Lake chips, which promise better performance, longer battery life, Thunderbolt 4 and USB 4. And the built-in chips can play some AAA titles. The Asus ZenBook 13 UX325EA and Asus ZenBook Flip S are the first to show what Intel can do in a great way. See our selections for the best laptops
below. The best laptops you can buy today (image credit: Mag Portable)CPU: Intel Core i7-1165G7 ? GPU: Intel Iris Xe Graphics ? RAM: 16 GB ? 512GB M.2 NVMe SSD ? Display: 13.4 inches, 1200 ? Size: 11.6 x 7.8 x 0.6 inches Weight: 2.8 lbs Attractive and premium PerformanceGranalizing Battery PerformanceBue
Legacy Ports What do you get when you place one of Intel's new Tiger Lake processors on a Dell XPS 13? Even more impressive. The latest Dell XPS 13 keeps all the things we loved about this year's previous model, like a smaller frame, four-sided InfinityEdge and a bigger keyboard. But this update brings Intel's 11th
generation Tiger Lake processor and a number of promised features, including improved CPU and graphics performance and longer battery life. You also get Thunderbolt 4 and Wi-Fi 6.But is Tiger Lake at the forefront? Absolutely. With the new Intel Iris Xe GPU you can play certain AAA games on an integrated GPU,
albeit in low settings. And in many cases, overall performance is also top notch. Battery life exceeds even Intel's new Evo standards by two hours. Those looking for a laptop with equal beauty, power and longevity, the Dell XPS 13 is the laptop for you. See our full dell XPS 13 (2020) hotfix. (Image Credit: Future) CPU:
Apple M1 ? GPU: Apple M1 Gpu ? RAM: 16 GB ? Storage: 1 TB ? Display: 13.3 inches, 1600 Size: 12 x 8.4 x 0.6 inches ? Weight: 3 lbsStellar overall performance and gamingExcellent-fast SSDNot enough field portsAzelsWater settingsWelcome the new era of Apple computing. Apple's M1 Custom SoC marks the first
step in Intel's conscious decoupling. The ARM-based 5 nanometer chip has 16 billion transistors, which is the largest amount the company has put on a chip. In addition to all those transistors, the SoC features an eight-core processor, integrated graphics, a unified memory architecture, Apple's neural engine, an
improved image signal processor, and Apple's Secure Enclave. The result is a faster and more powerful laptop that is a force to consider. The 13-inch MacBook Pro M1 delivers impressive performance and has the longest battery life we've seen on a Mac. If that's not enough, paired with Big Sur, you get web page
loading times and a better webcam experience, all thanks to Apple Silicon. In short, the new MacBook Pro is all Apple said and more. Check out our full Apple MacBook Pro (13-inch, M1, 2020) review. (Image Credit: Future) CPU: AMD Ryzen 7 4700U GPU: AMD Radeon Graphics ? RAM: 8 GB ? Storage: 512GB SSD ?
Display: 14 inches, 1080p ? Size: 12.7 x 8.6 x 0.6 inches Weight: 2.7 lbsA performanceHculean multitaskingClicky keyboardDim displayThe AMD version of the Acer Swift 3 is really the small laptop I could. Equipped with an AMD Ryzen 7 4700U processor and Radeon graphics, the Swift 3 takes on the likes of macbook
pro 13 and XPS 13 with aplomb. And he's doing it for less than $700. And if you're curious, your intel technology counterpart has also been smoked. The laptop served amazing power at our benchmarks, including overall and graphical performance. In addition, it has been left with 11 hours of battery life. In addition, it has
a good premium look and a fairly comfortable keyboard. The laptop has a flaw however, it is the screen that is not as bright as we would like. But for the price, it's a small objection to an under-$700 laptop that can best premium laptops on the market. With a hercical processor buzzing beyond all of its competitors, the
Acer Swift 3 certainly earned its place on this list. See our full acer Swift 3 (2020, AMD Ryzen 7 4700U) review. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) CPU: Intel Core i9 GPU: AMD Radeon Pro 5500M RAM: 32GB? Storage: 512GB SSD ? Display: 16 inches, 1920p ? Size: 14.1 x 9.7 x 0.6 inches Weight: 4.3 lbs Improved Magic
IndicatorThe 16-inch screen with thinner bezelNot 4KWorking not 4KNo full-size USB port or SD Card SlotPriceThe 16-inch MacBook Pro is just your type if you've been waiting for Apple to make a better keyboard. The magic keyboard on this premium laptop ditches the butterfly mechanism in favor of scissor switches,
and the result is a much more comfortable typing experience. You also get a bright, crisp 16-inch display with a thinner bezel, powerful performance from an available Core i9 CPU, and robust AMD Radeon 5300M or 5500M graphics. You can also configure your system with up to 64GB RAM and 8TB of storage if you
really want to waste. The 11-hour battery life is another advantage on this laptop, dwarfing your competitors' runtimes. The 16-inch MacBook Pro comes at an expensive price, and Apple doesn't yet include full-size USB ports, but overall this is the best laptop for creative professionals. See our full MacBook review (16-
inch, 2019). (Image credit: Laptop Mag) CPU: Apple M1 ? GPU: Apple M1 Gpu ? RAM: 16 GB ? Storage: 1TB SSD Display: 13 inch, 1600p ? Size: 12 x 8.4 x 0.6 inches ? Weight: 2.8 lbsDetaceso performanceManient battery lifeSlim aluminum chassis unibodyFec PortsDesign could use aTalk update over breathing new
life on a laptop. The Midas of the processors, everything that touches Apple's SoC M1 becomes gold. With its new engine, the MacBook Air goes from a low-power laptop that barely makes cutting to one of the fastest laptops, not only in its portable segment, but compared to everything else on the market. And with more
than 14 hours of battery life, you can easily spend one day, if not two, one per single charge. Along with log setup performance, Apple Silicon adds iOS and iPadOS apps to the Mac App Store. You also get better webcam quality, and macOS Big Sur is a great redesign of Apple's desktop operating system. The new
MacBook Air may have some flaws, but it's the closest Apple's ever been to creating the perfect laptop. Check out our full apple macbook air review (M1, 2020). (Image credit: Laptop Mag) CPU: Intel i7-1165G7 GPU: Intel Iris Xe Graphics ? RAM: 16 GB ? Storage: 512GB SSD ? Display: 13.4 inches, 1200 ? Size : 11.6 x
7.8 x 0.6 inches ? Weight: 2.9 lbsWork of build qualityLong battery lifeFast Intel 11th Gen CPUsShallow keyboard is not for everyoneTrago could be more colorfulNo USB-A portsThe new XPS 13 2-in-1 is certainly among the best 2 in 1 laptops that can be purchased. that Surprise. Dell intelligently used the XPS 13 as a
model for the XPS 13 2-in-1, an almost identical laptop, but with the ability to transform into a tablet. The new features in this year's edition make the XPS 13 2-in-1 more appealing than before. Intel's 11th Generation Tiger Lake CPUs with Iris Xe graphics deliver robust performance and a graphical increase from previous
chips. The XPS 13 2-in-1 also received an improvement in the quality of life along the way of an IR camera, so you can stop typing passwords. And although the design hasn't changed, a new frost cap matches the white option. It is a great choice for those looking for versatility along with performance and endurance.
(Image Credit: Future) CPU: Intel Core i5-10210U ? GPU: Intel UHD Graphics ? RAM: 8 GB ? Storage: 128GB SSD ? Display: 13.5 inch, 1504p ? Size: 11.8 x 9.3 x 0.7 inch Weight: 3 poundsBright, colorful touch screen Exceptional battery lifeShallow performanceShallow keyboard is not for everyonePlecauses, high
school and college students who need a cheap, portable and durable laptop both on and off campus, the Acer Spin Chromebook 713 could be an absolute blessing. If you're looking for versatility in a Chromebook-flavored shell, look no further. With increased processing power, app store support, and a variety of
conscious partnerships, the Chromebook Spin 713 is our best Chromebook choice. There's a lot you like about the Acer Chromebook Spin 713, no matter what you're using it for. Avid writers will love the real keyboard and extra screen, while multimedia mavens will love Google OS streaming capabilities. The laptop
offers a brilliant 2-in-1 form factor that feels much more high-end than your price tag would make you believe. It is durable enough for everyday use, and powerful enough to replace the functionality of many full-hand laptops. In addition, battery life is top notch. Check out our full review of Acer Chromebook Spin 713.
(Image Credit: Future) CPU: Intel Core i7-1165G7 GPU: Intel Iris Xe Graphics ? RAM: 16 GB ? Storage: 1TB SSD M.2 PCI 3.0 Display: 13.3 inch, 1080p ? Size: 11.9 x 8 x 0.5 inches ? Weight: 2.5 lbsSleek, lightweight framePowerful in general and gaming performanceExcellent battery speakersMuestredos might be
brighterNo headphone jackThe Asus ZenBook 13 UX325EA extends between business and premium. You get a system that shakes off the good looks of the company's world-class laptops with some of the durability and safety features of the the company's new line of business. Plus, you'll get the added muscle from
Intel's new 11th Generation chips and all the features offered by Intel's Evo initiative, including over 13 hours of battery life. And you can even play on a pinch (just not in the highest settings). The laptop outpervised its competitors at our rigorous benchmark so it's a great choice for work and play. In addition, this is one of
the few laptops with a good built-in webcam thanks to a new camera module and Asus camera algorithm. Check out our full review of Asus ZenBook 13 UX325EA. CPU: AMD Ryzen 5 4500U GPU: AMD Radeon Graphics ? RAM: 8 GB ? Storage: 256GB NVMe PCIe M.2 SSD ? Display: 13.3 inches, 1080p ? Size: 12.1 x
7.7 x 0.7 inches Weight: 2.9 lbsSlum durationLong battery lifeA Cannot cpu IR cameraAMD means that no Thunderbolt 3A little thicker and heavier than its rivals Envy x360 13 is turning the main market into its head. Instead of considering which features should be removed to get the price below $1,000, HP thought
about what aspects of Spectre's flagship models could be brought to Envy. As a result, the Envy x360 13 shares much of the same DNA as spectre. It boasts an excellent 13-inch touchscreen and a convenient keyboard. HP intelligently opted for AMD's new 4000 Series CPUs, which deliver never-before-seen
performance at less than $1,000. You even get a decent selection of ports. The Envy x360 13 is hands down the best portable sub-$1,000 on the market. We're still trying to figure out how HP kept the price so low. It has a bright and vivid display for the luxurious aluminum chassis and very fast performance, it is
undeniably high speed. Whether you're a student looking for the best college laptop or just want a 13-inch laptop, there's no better option than the Envy x360 13.See our full HP Envy x360 13 (2020) review. Asus ROG Zephyrus G14 offers over 11 hours of battery life and great gaming performance. (Image Credit: Future)
CPU: AMD Ryzen 9-4900HS GPU: Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060 Max-Q RAM: 16GB? Storage: 1TB SSD Display: 15.6-inch, 1080p ? Size: 12.8 x 8.7 x 0.7 inches Weight: 3.5 lbs AMD and Nvidia Portable gaming laptop more durable everLightning Fast SSDNo webcamPoor keyboard lightingAsus is intensifying your game
when it comes to gaming laptops. Case-by-case, the Asus ROG Zephyrus G14. Powered by AMD's powerful new Ryzen 9-4900HS processor, the notebook is a powerful multitasking. But along with an Nvidia RTX 2060 Max-Q GPU, the laptop is forced to be considered on the front lines of games. Cover that with an
ultra-fast SSD, 14-inch, 120Hz bright display, comfortable keyboard, and strong speakers packed in a gorgeous milky white magnesium alloy chassis, and rog Zephyrus G14 is an almost perfect gaming laptop. But where the Zephyrus G14 really shines is its battery life. The best-rated laptop lasted 11 hours and 32
minutes in Portable Mag battery test, making it the most durable gaming laptop ever. It is almost three times longer than the average standard 4:26 gaming laptop. Ultimately, between its killer AMD performance and epic battery life, the Zephyrus G14 is the gaming laptop to beat. Read our full Asus ROG Zephyrus G14
Credit: Future)CPU: Intel Core i7-1065G7 GPU: Nvidia GeForce MX250 ? RAM: 12 GB ? Storage: 512 GB ? Display: 15.6-inch, 1080p ? Size: 14 x 9 x 0.6 inches ? Weight: 3.5 lb displayPicio battery lifeGood performanceGood speakersAsA placedIt also usefully added KeyShortened Shift We love a beautiful laptop. So
we're in love with the Samsung Galaxy Book Flex 15. With its real blue aluminum frame, the Flex 15 is beautiful. And thanks to its 360-degree hinges and included S-Pen, its incredibly versatile transformation from a traditional shell into a powerful note-taking machine. And Samsung didn't stop there, the Flex 15 is also
the first laptop to feature a QLED display that is incredibly bright and vivid. With its 10th generation Intel Core i7 processor, the Flex 15 is a powerful workhorse, capable of handling most productivity tasks with ease. And with its discreet Nvidia graphics card, the laptop can also make some light games. And despite its
beautiful display, the Flex 15 still managed to last more than 15 hours in our battery test, making it one of our most durable systems. Check out our full review of Samsung Galaxy Book Flex 15. (Image credit: Laptop Mag) CPU: Intel Core i7-10750H GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1650 Ti Max-Q/Intel UHD Graphics ? RAM:
32 GB ? Storage: 512GB PCIe SSD ? Display: 15.6 inches, 4K ? Size: 13.6 x 9.1 x 0.7 inches Weight: 4.5 lbs Excellent premium bike in general and graphics performanceGood battery life for a slightly hot 4KExpensiveRuns laptopThe Dell XPS 15 continues to sit at the top of the throne instituting small settings that
equate to big changes. The company managed to make the laptop 5.5% smaller than the previous model, while making the keys and touchpad significantly larger. And while that may seem smaller, the four-border InfinityEdge bezel has made one of the highest resolution displays on the market possible. And while the
physical changes are great, the interior of this premium laptop is just as exciting. Equipped with a 10th generation processor and discrete Nvidia GeForce GPU, the Dell XPS 15 is a serious force to consider. It also has a fast SSD and excellent audio thanks to its powerful quad speakers. In addition, it lasted more than 8
hours in our battery test, which is good for a 4K laptop. Whether you want superb display power, excellent audio, and a number of other premium features, the Dell XPS 15 is the absolute way to go. Read our full review of Dell XPS 15 (2020). (Image Credit: Future) CPU: Intel Core i7-1065G7 GPU: Intel Iris Plus RAM:
8GB? Storage: 512GB PCIe NVMe M.2 SSD ? Screen: 13.3 1080p ? Size: 12.2 x 8.6 x 0.6 inches Weight: 2.8 lbsElegant design with small footprintPrint performanceSdy flight presses SSDLotos of bloatwareShrill speakers at maximum volumePercutors a little warmThe HP Spectre x360 is back, smaller and prettier than
ever. The top-rated laptop has high performance combined with a SSD, a vivid 13.3-inch 4K OLED display and a comfortable keyboard, all packaged in the Spectre's gorgeous signature design. It is easily one of the best 2-in-1 laptops currently available. Your stellar results at our overall performance benchmarks and file
transfer tests show that you are a capable worker despite its relatively thin framework. Hell, he even outperded the previous iteration in the graphics department. In short, the Spectre x360 is in a league of its own. It is the laptop of choice for consumers in search of a premium laptop that offers portability, serious versatility
and amazing shock packages in the performance department. It's also for people who want a really attractive laptop. See our full HP Spectre x360 (13-inch, OLED) review. CPU: Intel Core i9-9900K GPU: Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080/Intel UHD Graphics 630 RAM: 64GB? Storage: 1TB/1TB DUAL PCIe M.2 Hybrid Drive
(+8GB SSHD) Display: 17.3 inches, 1080p ? Size: 16.1 x 15.9 x 1.2 x 1.7 inches ? Weight: 8.5 lbsClar space station aestheticExcellents and overall performanceAll major components upgradeableExorbitantly expensiveSpape a new look and the first design that allows alienware upgradeable graphics is ready to take its
place as the king of semi-mobile games. The area-51m's new Legend design looks nothing like anything we've seen of the brand, opting for rounded corners, muted colors and a more elegant light show. Armed with a desktop Intel Core i9 processor and one of Nvidia's super-powered RTX GPUs, it absolutely demolished
every test we put in front of it with a sleek aplomb. It's Alienware's first true desktop replacement and the most powerful and upgradeable laptop we've reviewed to date. It is the gaming laptop du jour for enthusiasts by enthusiasts. See our full alienware Area-51m review. (Image Credit: Future) CPU: Intel Core i5-10310U
CPU (vPro) GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 620 RAM: 8 GB ? Storage: 256GB SSD ? Display: 14 inches, 1080p ? Size: 12.7 x 8.5 x 0.6 inches Weight: 2.4 lbsSlim, Lightweight designBright, vibrant 1080p and 4K display optionsBright Display RulesAnd performanceAnchoimweak graphicsLenovo made our favorite business
laptop even better by improving your speakers, giving you a slender carbon fiber texture and adding some useful security features, including a webcam shutter and IR camera. You even get far-field microphones in case you want to use a digital assistant. On that, you get strong performance and a fast SSD. That means
if you're working on large spreadsheets with a lot of calculations, X1 Carbon will handle them aplombly. You can also expect long battery life (on the 1080p model) and two great 1080p and 4K display options, all in an impossably lightweight chassis. But it's those classic features of the ThinkPad X1 --- a durable (military-
proven) chassis, best-in-class keyboard, and styled style aesthetic --- that bring the X1 Carbon to greatness. Read our full review of Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon. (Image Credit: Future) CPU: MediaTek Helio P60T ? GPU: ARM G72 MP3 RAM: 4GB ram? Storage: 64GB eMMC ? Display: 10.1-inch, 1200p ? Size: 9.6 x
6.7 x 0.7 Weight: 2 poundsAmpere long on a charging screenColorfulExtremely affordableCodic without headphone jackThe Lenovo Chromebook Duet looks like a safe diary, but open it, and is a small laptop with a colorful 10.1-inch screen. But the transformative capacity of this device is not its only seductive feature:
the Lenovo Chromebook Duet lasted nearly 13 hours in our battery test, which exceeds the average runtime of 10 hours for Chromebooks. Price is another great selling point for the Lenovo Chromebook Duet. For less than $300, you can own a lightweight machine that can handle all your intensive web multitasking.
Everybody likes to get more for less. With the Chromebook duo, you get the colorful display and solid performance. It's so small that travelers can prop it up on the plane tray table and do some light work. In general, we recommend duet for kids who want a 2-in-1 appeal for lightweight games, YouTube, Netflix and web
browsing. Best of all, it's hundreds of dollars cheaper than a Windows 10 laptop with similar specifications. It is a great boot system for kids and secondary device for more advanced users. Read our full review of Lenovo Chromebook Duet. (Image Credit: Future) CPU: Intel Core i7-1065G7 GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 620
RAM: 16GB ? Storage: 256GB SSD ? Display: 15 inches, 1504p ? Size: 13.4 x 9.6 x 0.6 inches Weight: 3.4 lbsSlim, lightweight chassis Rapid battery extensionSymed port extension Integrated graphics still have lower performanceThe Surface Laptop 3 for businesses with Intel processors is a better laptop than its AMD
brother. It has better performance, longer battery life, a faster hard drive and comes with Windows 10 Pro. If the price abyss were wider—the Intel model is only $100 more expensive—then we might consider the AMD model, but we strongly recommend going to Microsoft's online store and ordering the business edition
instead. Ignoring Microsoft's misleading business designation, the Surface Laptop 3 is one of the best 15-inch laptops. It has great performance, long battery life, a fast hard drive and ships with Windows 10 Pro. Plus, you get Microsoft's beautiful aluminum chassis and a beautiful display. If you're a fan of Microsoft
laptops, this is the best laptop for you. Check out our full microsoft Surface Laptop 3 review Business (15-inch Intel). (Image Credit: Future) CPU: Intel Core i7-10875H GPU: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060 Max-Q RAM GPU: 32GB? Storage: 1TB M.2 PCIe SSD ? Display: 17 inches, 1200/4K ? Size: 14.7 x 9.8 x 0.8 inches
Weight: 5.5 poundsAttack, general compact chassisPowerful and graphics graphics Battery lifeExpensiveLacks legacy portsIt occurs larger is better you should have been referring to the Dell XPS 17. The laptop takes everything I loved about its smaller sisters and beats it, but not really, because despite wielding a
gorgeous 17-inch, 4K panel, the XPS 17 is smaller than most 15-inch systems. And if that's not impressive enough, the performance of your 10th generation Intel Core i7 processor and Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060 GPU should be. And let's not forget the fast SSD, shock sound and highly efficient thermal system. If you're
looking for a true competitor for the 16-inch MacBook Pro, look no further. Dell XPS 17 of $3,049 can handle all your productivity/creativity/multimedia needs. And it's all in a chassis that's 48% smaller than most 15-inch laptops on the market. And despite its high-resolution display, it lasted more than 9 hours in our
battery test. Consumers looking for a true MacBook Pro alternative will struggle to do better than Dell XPS 17.See our full Dell XPS 17 review. Best Dell XPS 17 Cyber Monday dealDell XPS 17 Laptop: instead, instead, 1,399 in which it now takes $1,322 at Dell If you want a larger screen, this agreement dell Cyber
Monday removes $75 from the Dell XPS 17. Includes a 17-inch (1920 x 1200) InifinityEdge non-touch display, a 4-core 10th generation Intel Core i5 CPU, 8GB RAM, GeForce GTX 1650 Ti GPU with 4GB graphics memory, and a 256GB SSD. See DealWhy confidence in the MagLaptop Mag laptop has been testing and
reviewing laptops for over two decades. We test more than 150 different models per year, subjecting each system to a series of rigorous benchmarks that provide a complete picture of performance, battery life and ease of use. Our expert reviewers also use each product to see how it looks and feels in everyday
situations. Because we see so many different laptops, we can compare each one with their direct competitors and give you an idea of how it stacks up to the average laptop in your price band. How we tested laptopsLaptop Mag has been testing and reviewing laptops for over two decades. We test more than 150 different
models per year, subjecting each system to a series of rigorous benchmarks that provide a complete picture of performance, battery life and ease of use. Our expert reviewers also use each product to see how it looks and feels in everyday situations. Because we see so many different laptops, we can compare each one
with their direct competitors and give you an idea of how it accumulates up to the average in its price band. When we bring a laptop to our lab, our goal is to see how it would work if I brought it to your home or office. While we use a number of industry-standard benchmarks such as Geekbench and 3DMark, we focus
heavily on the real-world tests we have developed internally. To test the resistance, the portable Mag battery test browses the web at 150 nits of brightness until the system runs out of juice. Judge pure Power, we use a giant spreadsheet macro that matches 65,000 names with their addresses, a video transcoder that
converts a 4K video to 1080p and the Geekbench 4 synthetic test. We measure graphic dexterity with 3DMark Ice Storm/Fire Strike and a number of real game titles. We use a colorimeter to measure screen brightness and color gamut, while other instruments help us determine a laptop's key travel and ambient heat.
See this page on how we test laptops for more details on our benchmarking procedures. How to find the right laptop When buying a laptop, there is a lot to keep in mind. To help you choose a system, we've put our updated list of favorite notebooks above, along with five points to consider when choosing a system.
Budget: What you get for the money. You can find good cheap Windows laptops and high quality Chromebooks for less than $500. However, better conventional laptops typically cost more than $700 and premium Ultrabooks can run more than $1,000. The best gaming laptops can cost $2,000 and more, but you can
play the latest titles at decent frame rates on gaming laptops below $1,000.Screen size: 12 to 14 inches for PortabilityKnowing the screen size of a laptop tells you a lot about its overall portability. If you want to use your computer on your lap or carry it a lot, go for one with a 12, 13 or 14 inch screen. If you want to use
your computer on tables and desks and don't take it long, a 15-inch model can give it more value. Some gaming equipment, multimedia machines and workstations even have 17-inch or 18-inch screens, but are they harder to carry.2 in 1 or Clamshell? More and more laptops today are 2 in 1 with screens that fold
backwards 360 degrees or separate so you can use them as tablets. If you like the idea of using your laptop in whiteboard mode to draw, media consumption or just using it standing, a 2 in 1 might be for you. However, you can often get better features or a lower price by going with a traditional shell-style laptop. Battery
life: 8+ hours for portabilityLess you only plan to use your laptop on your desktop, battery life matters. Even inside the house or office, having a lot of juice allows you to work on the couch or conference table, without being chained to the nearest power outlet. For best portability, we recommend getting a laptop that lasts
more than 8 hours on the Mag portable battery test. The most durable laptops last 10 hours. Specifications: 1080p / Core i5 / 8GB Are Best BetsYou can spend a lot of time delving into the specifications, but here are the key components to think about. If you just want really good mainstream performance, look for a Core
i5 CPU, 8GB RAM, a 256GB SSD and a 1080p display. Screen resolution: Unfortunately, 66 percent of consumer laptops and 51 percent of enterprise systems have low-resolution displays. If possible, get a screen with a 1920 x 1080 (also known as 1080p or Full HD) or or Resolution. CPU: An Intel Core i5 provides
good overall performance. Some budget systems will come with Core i3, Celeron, or Pentium CPUs that are good enough for basic tasks, but not for heavy mutltiasking. Get a Core i7 processor or quad-core processor (serial number ends in HQ or HK) for high-end games or productivity tasks, such as video editing and
3D modeling. RAM: 8GB is ideal for most users. 4 GB is acceptable for budget systems. Secondary laptops and Chromebooks may have less. Storage: Unless you're a player or an advanced user, 256GB of internal storage is probably enough. If possible, get an SSD (solid-state drive) instead of a hard drive, because it's
going to make your entire computer much faster. Graphics Chips: Players and creative professionals need to do some research and find out which discrete GPU is good enough to run their favorite software. Everyone else will be happy with the built-in Intel HD graphics that come on the CPU. The AMD version of the
Acer Swift 3 is really the small laptop I could. Equipped with an AMD Ryzen 7 4700U processor and Radeon graphics, the Swift 3 takes on the likes of macbook pro 13 and XPS 13 with aplomb. And he's doing it for less than $700. And if you're curious, your intel technology counterpart has also been smoked. The laptop
served amazing power at our benchmarks, including overall and graphical performance. In addition, it has been left with more than 11 hours of battery life. In addition, it has a good premium look and a fairly comfortable keyboard. The laptop has a flaw however, it is the screen that is not as bright as we would like. But for
the price, it's a small objection to an under-$700 laptop that can better some of the most premium laptops on the market. With a hercical processor buzzing beyond all of its competitors, the Acer Swift 3 certainly earned its place on this list. See our full acer Swift 3 (2020, AMD Ryzen 7 4700U) review. Review.
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